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Washington, DC Core Risk Premium Analysis 

Unit Price Cap Rate 10 Yr T-Bill 6 Mo CD

400 bps 

Current Spread: 400 BPs 
10-Year Avg Spread: 320 BPs 

Updated April 2013

The capital markets have traditionally priced real estate investments at some measure of spread over a ‘safe rate’ – more often than not, the 10 year 
US Treasury Bill.  However, in this extended period of low interest rates, we believe that the markets have been adapting a different pricing strategy 
for ‘core’ oriented real estate investments. Given the lack of cash flow / return being generated by annuities, corporate bonds, and Treasury bills, 
yield investors – both individual institutional investors as well as aggregators of capital - are in search of investments which provide a higher 
competitive rate of return / yield against their menu of alternative opportunities.   Core real estate investments offer a compelling case for the yield 
investors.

When looking at the historical averages of capitalization rates for all qualities of real estate assets against the 10 year Treasury Bill (this includes 
‘core’, ‘core plus’ and ‘value add’ properties) over the past 10 years , the Washington, DC market has been pricing  initial capitalization rates for ‘core’ 
product at an average  of 195 basis points over the ‘safe rate’.  ‘Non-core’ assets have typically traded at 280 basis points above the ‘safe rate’. 
However as it relates to the ‘core’ investments, there are a couple of patterns emerging:
  
 > The current spreads for ‘core’ assets in the Washington, DC market over the comparable / alternative instruments are 400 - 450 basis  
 points against a 6 month CD and 250 - 300 basis points against a 5 year, AAA rated credit corporate bond; this comparative metric is  
 becoming a better indicator for the yield oriented investor; 
 > Based on the most recent trades here, these spreads continue to decline – notwithstanding a rising 10 year Treasury Bill - and we  
 believe that with the competition in the markets for yield, capitalization rates for these best- in- class assets will continue to compress; 
 > Some investors are pursuing  ‘lease to core’ or a ‘build to core’ strategies in an effort to generate higher returns and also to meet the  
 market demand for these ‘core’ type assets on their exit;
 > Should interest rates move up significantly, we think the theory of measuring against similar yield investment opportunities other than  
 the 10 year Treasury will continue to hold – albeit not without some movement / adjustment in the capitalization rate.

The definition of ‘core’ is reasonably strict in that in order to achieve aggressive pricing, the asset must have an extremely viable location, a solid 
in-place rent roll with minimal near term lease expirations, and it must be a high quality property which has been well maintained. Having no in-place 
debt encumbering the asset is a real plus as well.  To the extent that owners can create ‘core’ assets via effective leasing and/or development 
strategies, they are typically rewarded with an additional yield premium / discount of 100 basis points or more on their exit capitalization rates 
against the ‘non core’ asset class.

MID-WINTER REPORT
2014 WASHIINGTON, DC INVESTMENT SALE MARKET

POLAR VORTEX NOT CHILLING PRICING FOR CORE ASSETS
While there has been much talk recently about the disconnect between the leasing markets and 
the capital markets here in Washington, DC, sales activity in early 2014 indicates that pricing 
for ‘core’ and well leased office product in the downtown market continues to flourish.  The 
recent trades of  700 13th Street, 2550 M Street,  and the pending trade of 2001 Pennsylvania 
Avenue reflect initial capitalization rates at or below 5.30% (and in the case of 700 13th , below 
4.00%) on in-place income, and with  total return (unlevered)  thresholds forecasted to be in 
the range of  6.00% - 6.25% over the holding period .  Per square foot pricing on these three 
(3) sales falls in the range of the low $700’s psf to the mid $800’s per square foot - thereby 
providing for some interesting discussion about replacement cost in the District and how that 
valuation metric fits into the investment decision. 
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Washington, DC Non-Core Risk Premium Analysis 

Unit Price Cap Rate 10 Yr T-Bill 6 Mo CD

570 bps 

Current Spread: 570 BPs 
10-Year Avg Spread: 410 BPs 



Underwriting for the non-core assets in all local submarkets is much more dependent 
on the current leasing environment – which at the minute is not seeing much new net 
demand or growth. The downtown market is flat in terms of new demand and the 
suburban Virginia and Maryland markets are seeing a few but not an overwhelming 
number of new tenants in the marketplace. Further complicating the leasing picture is 
the pressure from the Federal Government (GSA) to down-size its current footprint; 
this may result in a give back of nearly 20% of its occupied spaces as leases rollover.  
Tenant interest in the urban in-fill locations continues, but without new net tenant 
demand (i.e., challenging supply levels), the more suburban, older properties will 
continue to face headwinds.  

In terms of buyers, the offshore and high net worth / family office investors continue 
to dominate the scene in the downtown market; activity on the capital markets side 
has been thin in the suburban markets so it is difficult to say which particular buyer 
type is the most active.  All buyers, regardless of profile, will have to get comfortable 
with the greater emphasis on sound leasing strategies to generate yield.  As the 
weather warms, we expect that the pricing gap between the markets ‘haves’ and 
‘have nots’ will continue to widen to levels that have not been seen in some time.

WASHINGTON, DC INVESTMENT SALES MID-WINTER REPORT

Accelerating success.

482 offices in  
62 countries on  
6 continents

• $2 billion in annual revenue
• 1.12 billion square feet under management
• Over 13,500 professionals

United States:  140
Canada: 42
Latin America: 20
Asia: 38
EMEA: 85
Australia/New Zealand: 157

CONTACT US:

William E. Kaye, Executive Vice President
TEL + 1 202 728 3515
bill.kaye@colliers.com

Owen Claypool, Senior Investment Associate
TEL + 1 202 534 3607
owen.claypool@colliers.com

Robert Hartley, Director of Research
TEL + 1 703 394 4852
robert.hartley@colliers.com

Andrew Wellman, Research Analyst
TEL + 1 202 534 3632
andrew.wellman@colliers.com

Colliers International is a global leader in commercial real estate 
services, with over 13,500 professionals operating out of more than 
482 offices in 62 countries. A subsidiary of FirstService Corporation, 
Colliers International delivers a full range of services to real estate 
users, owners and investors worldwide, including global corporate 
solutions, brokerage, property and asset management, hotel 
investment sales and consulting, valuation, consulting and appraisal 
services, mortgage banking and insightful research. The latest 
annual survey by the Lipsey Company ranked Colliers International 
as the second-most recognized commercial real estate firm in the 
world.
 
For the latest news from Colliers International, visit colliers.com/us/
news or follow us on Twitter: @ColliersIntl.

2013 Q1 OVERVIEW

Number of  
Transactions

Sales  

Volume

Average 

PSF

Volume on  

Market

DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA 4 $335,500,000 $560 $1,912,351,000

NORTHERN VIRGINIA 7 $488,844,925 $309 $155,750,000

MARYLAND 4 $290,900,000 $230 $302,250,000

TOTAL 15 $1,115,244,925 $323 $2,370,351,000

2014 Q1 OVERVIEW

Number of  
Transactions

Sales  

Volume

Average 

PSF

Volume on  

Market

DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA

5 $1,055,197,400 $667 $1,214,463,500

NORTHERN VIRGINIA 3 $217,600,000 $310 $1,304,048,150

MARYLAND 2 $243,600,000 $480 $182,508,650

TOTAL 10 $1,516,397,400 $543 $2,701,020,300


